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I recall an episode when I was young. I was barely an adolescent, if that, but I had accompanied my father to a local football game, then decided to go sit in the student section.
I don’t recall why, or what I expected, but I recall what did happen along with the feelings which etched the experience into memory, even three decades later.
Teasing, hazing, picking-on. Nothing at all severe, per se. If anyone touched me in any way I don’t recall that. I simply recall that it was for no reason other than itself—simple ordinary obnoxious predatory pack behavior intended to sort even this small group of outwardly very similar human beings into superior and inferior. It was both entirely unfair and entirely ordinary and I refused to tolerate it.
I left. I got up and walked away, then found my father on the other side of the bleachers, standing by the wire fence talking with someone he knew. I spent the rest of the game sticking close to him, rather I suppose like I had adhered to the adult “aids” when compelled to go outside during elementary school recess, for similar reasons.
I don’t recall any follow up to this—though I would guess that whenever I next ventured back into the student section it was with trepidation—with one exception. I don’t remember any individual students involved in this episode—I’m sure I knew at least a few of them, probably at the time and certainly afterward, as ours was a small school system—but my memory maintains that some time after the episode one student who had been there found me and spoke to me about it. He was inherently “one of the nameless rabble” like myself, in any event, and in memory he related that all of this wretched category received the same hazing. I was not at all special in that regard. But I was in having done anything other than passively receiving my share of abuse. In memory he professed a kind of bewildered awe of this, not only on his part but on all of the rabble.
Memory is not an objective record. This is probably the first time I have recorded these events, after three decades telling and retelling them to myself. I think something like them happened. I have to regard it as likely that memory has however preserved and shaped a story, at least to some extent, from what were actual experiences.
I have long felt that my memory’s attachment to the story has more significance than the specific experiences themselves did. This feels like an ur-story of me. For better and for worse.

My family has always felt very small compared with many people I meet. I had an extended family, but both the actual numbers and my relations with them were relatively sparse.
To a great extent “my family” has generally been simply “my mother’s family,” for one thing. Both of my father’s parents were dead before I was old enough to recall anything of them. His two siblings lived relatively nearby, but we never had much to do with my Uncle Linn, and seem not to have missed much. Aunt Cathy has always seemed a perfectly nice woman, who produced two lovely daughters through multiple mostly unsatisfactory pairings. But Cousin Jenny was older and went to another school system, and Cousin Kiley was born after I had reached adulthood.
Time and geography have also limited my sense of relationship with my mother’s family, I suppose. She was the youngest by far of four girls. Her parents were both relatively elderly by the time I knew them, and died by the end of my childhood. Two of Mom’s sisters lived in other states. Aunt Jan’s family lived within a manageable long bicycle ride of our house, yet both of her sons were sufficiently older that in childhood terms we were “a generation” apart, and never e.g. taking classes in the same building at the same time despite attending all of the same schools.
My family was, thus, never much more in practice than Mom, Dad, and my brother.
I look and sound recognizably like my father, and perhaps share a predisposition to gastric complaints. We never had much else in common, and I can’t really explain my tendency to weep when I dwell too long on biology’s removal of him from my life. But he was a good man, I believe. He was a good parent to me. Kind; present, but easygoing; always proud of me.
I share a much stronger affinity with my mother in most ways, in addition to feeling like a member of her family even though I share my father’s names. My mother has been good to me for more than four decades, and if the few unhappy moments are still somewhat tender bruises in my memory, certainly nothing I experienced from my family left scars. I can’t imagine that as a parent I would come close to the love, patience, and giving support I have received from my mother.
On July 15, 1978, about six months after my parents’ wedding, my mother gave birth to me at John McDonald Hospital in Monticello, Iowa. My parents picked my first name, so they say, from the television series Gunsmoke’s Sheriff Matt Dillon.

My childhood seems fairly idyllic. Its main deficiency was probably only that it was childhood, and life seems to have suited me more to other relationships with the world.
Childhood was a fine time nonetheless. It seems and was a more reassuring and peaceful world than now, at least for the privileged categories to which I was born. In material and nonmaterial ways I probably received about all I needed and an entirely ample measure of what I wanted.
I don’t ever recall money problems growing up. My parents fought, at times, mostly after I was tucked in for the night, but if their arguments involved money I never experienced any sign that an objective shortage was at issue. Food, clothing, shelter were never in question. I had plenty of toys. Our family had cars, and appliances, even a “cleaning lady” for a while. Home renovations occurred semiregularly during 20 years in the Cherry Street house. I recall the steady arrival of new technology as well: video game console, remote control TV, microwave oven, dishwasher, cable, VCR, home computer. We didn’t travel, extensively, but if that demonstrated limited means I doubt that it demonstrated means more limited than most households in our community at the time.
From my outside perspective my parents were probably just mismatched. My father was raised on a farm, and might well have remained on one had it been up to him. Like Aunt Jan and her husband, Dad might have spent his life living on a small farm that lost money and making up the losses with income from a full-time urban job.
Mom was raised “a town kid” like myself, however, and got a college education, and had no attachment to rural living; as she tells it, after freezing throughout the winter of 1978-9 in their trailer home down some gravel road from Amber, Iowa, she declared that moving to town was non-optional. For whatever reason, that town was Anamosa, rather than Monticello where she had grown up, and the Jones County seat became home to me.
My father’s drinking didn’t help, I imagine. My father being passed out on our living room floor in the evening seems like it was routine from the earliest days which I can recall. I remember bring taken along to visit him in rehab. I believe he “fell off the wagon” at least once, yet as far as I’m aware, by my adolescence he had dried out for good, and stuck with Pepsi, cigarettes and junk food for purposes of self-poisoning. Obviously that didn’t prevent my mother from eventually divorcing him, so I must suspect that they just weren’t compatible as life partners.
They were good parents for my brother and me, nonetheless, more so for me I suppose. My father was around, as noted, and good to us. My mother raised us. 
If I got anything by way of real help from my father, beyond dependable support, it was perhaps the example of being your own boss. Perhaps I like to see value in his ownership, over perhaps a decade (which was most of my life at the time) of what we called “Dad’s shop.” I didn’t pick up much else from his work selling mowers, snowblowers, and chainsaws, and repairing them and vehicles. But I can’t entirely dismiss the fact that I grew up with such an immediate personal example of the possibility to live without having “a job” reporting to someone else.
My mother provided much teaching, and fodder for self-learning, beginning with teaching both my brother and I to read before we even began the first grade. She filled the house with books. She was a full-time English teacher for much of my life. She had traveled places: the Southwest, France, even (admittedly no more than a nighttime layover at the airport in) Iceland. My mother had been a gifted student, herself, and earned a university degree from Northern Iowa; at the time I was born hers was the first four-year degree among my grandparents and all their descendants and spouses, and when I graduated college 21 years later that was only the third, as it remained until just the past few years.
I believe that, all in all, my parents’ laid-back approach to active “parenting” itself worked well for me also. I gave them no great cause for concern and they gave me more space and freedom than I generally even used, but I don’t think the difficulties of my upbringing were ever for want of structure in my life.
My brother was a different story. Changing into some sort of paper suit or something—I suppose more a matter of medical-industrial excess at the time than of any real health issue—to visit Mom and my newborn younger brother is the first scene I can really remember at all. The next is when he and Mom came home, although I mostly remember that for a relatively large number of people being at the house, and for some new toy perhaps given me as an anticipatory reward for accepting reduced parental attention gracefully.
My brother is, now well into his fourth decade, more of a blend of our two parents. Time has revealed critical thinking, cultural appreciation, and exasperation with too-common stupidity like our mother and me. My brother was not a good student in the classroom, however, and growing up was perfectly happy to fall in with the interests and pastimes of lowbrow townies. He started drinking as a teen and probably spent 20 years struggling to find a stable relationship with alcohol before, from what I hear, giving it up more recently. He displayed far greater aptitude for machinery than my mother and I combined.
As children, my brother and I got along well enough, however. By adolescence I had probably emerged as the favorite son, but I have never gotten much of any sense that he held this against me. He clashed with our parents; my father, in one of his genuine failings as a parent, chose petty and some times even hypocritical things to get offended by, such as the length of my brother’s hair as a teenager.
But my life up until high school seems mostly like a small contented world. 
I don’t know that I had a great many friends, yet I don’t know that I felt real want of friends. There were people to play with, whether my brother, or neighbors, or kids from school. Other people’s households always seemed fascinating and strange, I think, not because they were particularly different from our own—other than some times visiting a household which was more disorderly and probably a good deal poorer—but because I was wrapped up in a fairly insular existence.
Our house on Cherry Street, plans of which I attempted recently to draw from memory, was a world to me. Our lot, something of a little island surrounded by paved street on all four sides, was practically a universe.
I had toys, I had coloring books, I had Saturday cartoons, I had regular visits to the library. I had Transformers. I had Legos, which I know I must have gone on playing with until I was probably at least 14. Pre-teen childhood seems like a time mostly spent exploring imaginary worlds, every day, and paying visits to this one for dinner, school, etc.
School was fine. As I recall, my first grade teacher concluded that I was slow, simple, stupid, yet I was probably placed in Anamosa Gifted And Talented by the end of second grade. (I can guess that I may have been slightly baffled by the first grade for reasons including the fact that we were expected to learn to read even though I already knew how, although I can not rule out the possibility that Mrs. Rickels was simply an crabby old bat past due for being put out to pasture.)
In elementary school, also I remember the library. Story time. Browsing. Field trips seemed good, usually. School was, I suppose, fairly easy for me. Even the gifted program doesn’t seem like it was particularly difficult, though it was fun. Apple II computers and learning to touch type, playing Oregon Trail, even some very basic programming. They gave us access to a videocassette recorder by the time I was in fifth grade.
I don’t fully remember what grading system they used in our report cards in elementary school but I seem to remember that “conscientious student” appeared on enough report cards for me to notice.
I had few major vicissitudes in those years. After multiple cases of tonsilitis, my parents had those out. I slipped running down a hill one day in grade school, and landed in such a way that I scraped off a good chunk of my left middle finger; that scar is still there. At some point my mother sneaked in our first dog and my father’s hypothetical objections melted; we went through three pretty but utterly brainless cocker spaniels over the years, and two if not all three eventually escaped almost maximum security conditions to throw themselves under a passing car’s tire. Grandpa died, grandma moved into a small house a short walk from ours, and my brother and I spent a fair amount of time over there, then one evening the phone rang and she was dead as well. I suppose I got braces put on some time in middle school.
Middle school, itself, I scarcely remember that well. I began learning the clarinet, mostly because we were encouraged to try music education (and I never had interest in singing). I had my mother for a teacher in 8th grade. Mr. Delagardelle taught a decent science course. I entered a “geography bee” and did well enough that I got to spend a day attending some sort of regional level bee with Mr. Bungum and my father.
In truth I’m not sure that I recall anything about my years as a student at West Middle School more vividly than the discovery of superheroes. Probably in 1990, the Marvel trading cards made their way to stores; I had some awareness of these characters from ads in the Transformers comic book I had started reading a year or two before, and at all events somehow the cards caught my eye and I began hunting them down and, a few times, even literally trading them with other kids. From there it was a rapid expansion of enthusiasm, to the drugstore spinner rack, and the back issue bins randomly paired with tropical fish at an odd shortlived store on Main Street, and incorporating the characters and concepts into Lego scenarios before some voice finally told me that the time was approaching to stop playing make-believe adventures with toys.
I don’t recall any particular incident, but I genuinely do recall a consciousness that I was finishing with something, the last few times I ventured into the toyroom and its Lego fantasyworld of castles, spaceships, and superhero mashups. Whatever age I was, I’m sure I was fairly old for such already. My brother and I had spent years making this dreamworld together, yet I don’t have any impression that he really extended it afterward. I’m three and a half years older but if anything he may have aged out of Legoland slightly before I did.
At some point, probably in 1992, something told me at any rate that parting time had arrived. I probably tried to tidy up storylines, as well as brick constructs. I closed a big red plastic case lid on childhood.

From almost a quarter century’s remove, I can recognize that in fairness my four years of high school broadened my horizons. By the time my parents, damp-eyed and choked up, parted from me after moving me in to Iowa State University in August 1996, I was remarkably prepared to begin a relatively independent and certainly different stage of life.
I was also very, very ready to bid farewell to the stage of life recently concluded.
High school was difficult.
My participation in our high school show choir may demonstrate a number of basic realities about my years at Anamosa High School. It’s a relatively fun memory. I don’t really recall specifics, but the blur is one of music, acceptance, regional travel, cute girls in cute outfits, snappy outfits of our own. That was certainly different, as experiences went. How and why did I ever get involved in that?
Here too I can’t recall specifics but it seems obvious to me that, at a fundamental level, my entire involvement with musical performance was the result of being stuck in that high school and needing some kind of modus vivendi and having very few options.
My graduating class was about 70. I lived in a small town which was nonetheless about as much an urban center as existed in the entire county. Growing up we made routine visits to the big-city dazzle of Cedar Rapids big box stores and Lindale Mall, and by my later years of high school I could even drive myself to root through back issue bins at whatever ratty comic book store I was visiting. But the options for stimulating engagement were on the whole quite limited for me, in those final years before the internet began going mainstream. (We never had any kind of internet access at the Cherry Street house.) The options to “fit in” to the high school society in which I was obliged to live were just as limited.
I had no interest in sports, and have never felt regret about that. One year I briefly tried track, made myself ill from overexertion, puked and walked away. I recall taking golf lessons one summer, even more absurdly, but if golf had any appeal it was its default nature as a non-team pursuit; I never had any interest in screwing that up. Getting involved with things like football, basketball, or wrestling seemed to me much as joining an evangelizing Wiccan coven might have seemed to most of my classmates.
Obviously, sports were nonetheless the largest component by far of social organizing in high school. For those who would eschew them the pickings were very slim. People who did neither sport nor music seem truly to have chosen lives out in the cold. Just about the only “group home” left after that was among the dregs. 
There just weren’t enough nonconformist smart kids at Anamosa High School. The extracurricular menu included things like debate and speech and drama and chess, but these were weedy programs; they didn’t really constitute a society in which one could feel like one had any sense of place, it seems, and in any event I had no great attraction to any of those pursuits. 
I don’t think I had a real strong sense of what I wanted to do, other than read and draw comic books. (That didn’t provide a social niche either.) I did want to be accepted among “the winners,” however. Out of the various alternatives I was drawn to the clean preppy students who mostly got decent grades. I was never really going to be one of them, and I’m sure I understood that, but I wanted to attach myself to them as a relatively safe place. I was more than enough of an outsider for not doing sports, or eating the cafeteria lunch, or attending a church, or dances, or parties, or screwing around, or using drugs, or following most mainstream popular culture… How the few genuine independent kids had the psychological resilience at that age, to be so much on their own, I can’t imagine.

So I played the clarinet for all four years of high school, and became relatively good, mostly as a product of practicing every day. How my family endured that I also can’t really imagine. My parents paid for private lessons even at one point. I became good enough to attend All-State festivals, in Ames, and win various awards and recognition. I suppose that all of this provided some kind of prop to my ego which helped with the isolation, at least, if not with the bullying.
My experience with high school bullying was mild, minor, and traumatic. I remember crying, I remember wanting to die; I saw a therapist a couple of times. 
The perspective of decades allows me to recognize that the occasional picking-on from other students barely even meets a standard of “bullying” at all. Yet, that same perspective has not revealed any advice which seems like it might have been at all relevant to my teenage self, other than “survive until you can leave.”
It’s easy to suggest that I ought not have made such a big deal out of things, but even now the prospect vexes me. I still recoil from and rebel at the thought of having to expose myself, day after day, to whatever toxic barbs might be flicked in my direction for no reason whatsoever other than instinctive cruelty. This was unjust, it was stupid. I couldn’t really accept that it was just the way things worked, and while I recognize now that this is evidence of enormous privilege, I can’t see an expectation of basic dignity and fairness as a fault; the expectation may be unrealistic, but that’s the fault.
The utility of practical coping by some means is undeniable, of course. This seems to gesture back at the very limited options I had for social connection. I remember one time my mother got frustrated at something relating to my lack of real friendships, in high school, and asked jeeringly who I was supposed to be, “the Lone Weenie?” Unkind, yes; honest, also yes; missing the real issue of the circumstances which placed me in such a position, yes once again.
I was basically friendless in high school in the sense that I really had no confidante. It seems likely that a few good friends would have made the hurts and anxieties and unfairness easier to cope with. It also seems likely that the potential good friends just weren’t there. When I compare the lack of friends among people with whom I had grown up, with how quickly I made friends among strangers in college, I conclude that anything “wrong with me” in late adolescence was trivial in its significance compared with what was wrong with the situation.

I did, after all, involve myself in things during high school. I was far from being a lone nerd ignoring everything besides books.
Besides show choir, concert band, marching band, and pep band, I took four years of French and joined the French Club. I tried to join the yearbook staff (although I was basically just given some forms and told to go sell some ads if I could, or get lost if I couldn’t). I tried a few times to get dates, and even had a girlfriend my senior year when a poor little mousy creature developed a crush on one of the Class of 96’s incurable misfits.
I also engaged the other students on such common interests as we could find, or even develop. I cultivated interest in Tecmo Super Bowl, the actual NFL, and even the Dallas Cowboys for much the same reason as I tuned into Rush Limbaugh every day and embraced the identity of conservative Republican. The same handful of boys whose social position I wanted to shelter among regarded all of those things as cool, so I did too. It didn’t actually make me any real friends; as enthusiasms go the best thing which can be said for most of these things is that teenage boys are probably the people in whom they can be held least inexcusable; but, at least Tecmo Super Bowl is a classic, which has stood the test of time.
My academic ability and shallow interests in politics and government also scored me the singular experience of the 1995 National Young Leaders Conference in Washington, D.C. The content of the programs seems rather modest, itself, looking back. Less a meaningful examination of policy or organizing, and more a privileged expo of prevailing 1990s American concepts of politics focused largely on forms, traditions and pageantry. The adults’ frequent resort to dumping us at some or other shopping center to kill time seems, at this stage, no less enriching than were opportunities to listen personally to Newt Gingrich or Chuck Grassley bloviate within the hallowed halls of Congress.
But I got to travel across country unaccompanied, and for more than a week live a significantly college-like schedule based at the campus of the American University. I got to learn that I could do this, rather happily in fact, and that not everyone could. I still recall my first roommate’s name simply because he spoke it many times over the course of patching through all his calls back to his family, before everyone finally gave in, there, and airlifted him back home. I’m sure I was glad to see home and family again, afterward—especially after my first experience with our family’s tradition of O’Hare connection problems—but I recall being very content exploring the capital’s museums and monuments and malls, and meeting other bright people with some degree of interest in grown-up affairs.

My passion was still, at the time, in comic books. Or, to be more accurate, Marvel superhero comic books. That’s what I dreamed, lived, breathed.
I did spend time working on my drawing skills, admittedly. It just wasn’t enough, and wasn’t really the right kind of practice, either.
I put in hours at my drawing table, up in my room, producing pages of comic book panels drawn in pencil and ink. I had Bristol board and hard pencils and India ink, brushes, and Rapidograph technical pens. But the pile of pages I produced probably wasn’t near thick enough, and I should also have spent more time on learning better drawing, rather than just trying to draw superheroes.
I only enrolled in high school art class with some reluctance, because I thought I wanted to specialize, and that crafts and sculpture and painting would all be a waste of time. Foolish, of course, but I did enroll and had splendid times in Nancy Kula’s classes. Hilarious woman, and a fairly good high school art teacher, particularly considering how much riffraff ended up in her classes just looking for a way to earn credits without having to open a book or pay attention to anything.
The woman we called “McKula” was also a graduate of Iowa State University, which provided one more pointer in that direction as a college choice. I had been to Ames for All-state festivals. More than one of the boys I emulated in other ways was leaning toward Iowa State. It was at the time one of only two institutions in Iowa offering a full degree in graphic design, which I had been persuaded I needed to study so that I could earn a living from the visual arts. It also eventually offered me a glorious full-ride scholarship.
That basically settled the question. I don’t recall the exact sequence of events, but I believe I only made two college visits. I toured UNI with Mom mostly because it’s where she went to college, and that was fun enough; I think it was my first college visit. But Iowa State practically rolled out the red carpet for me and my father, in comparison. I don’t know if it’s because I was a National Merit Scholar or a prospective Honors student or some combination of things, but the visit felt like a very warm welcome at the time, and still seems impressive now. Over time I reviewed my memories and concluded that Lisa Fontaine had probably drawn the short straw in some sense, and showed me around the college personally as the graphic design program’s representative with little real enthusiasm. But the experience itself was so exciting I didn’t notice at the time. Our day out in Ames is probably one of the fondest memories I have of spending time with my father. I’m sure he was tremendously proud.
So, I enrolled with Iowa State University. I played my last concert, accepted with astonishment the selection of my peers for the year’s John Philip Sousa award, then took my clarinet apart and closed the lid for good on another case. As I have written elsewhere, I indulged in the last bone-idle summer of my life. I marked time waiting to begin something entirely new.

I received a fantastic opportunity in my college experience and, mostly, refrained from pissing it away seems like a blunt but fair assessment at this point. Obviously I graduated, in four years and with honors, had many memorable experiences and learned much of genuine value. I grew as a person and made one or two connections which are still with me 20 years later. But in a way it feels like I was drenched with gold dust and my “achievements” amounted mostly to brushing it off less than completely.
The opportunities almost thrown at us, at a large university like Iowa State, were and presumably are almost without number. I could embrace them more fully than most, having almost no responsibilities. I didn’t have to work a job to help afford the whole show, e.g., as my “full ride” scholarship covered tuition, room and board. It feels like I was fairly timid and slow to expand my horizons, however.
For one thing I was constantly back and forth to my family home. The number of hours that I spent rolling through the same monotonous stretch of Highway 30, over and over, feels embarrassing considering all the ways I might have spent that time. During much of my freshman year, at least, Lyon Hall was genuinely little more than a dormitory where I slept during the week, and I was back “home” almost as many weekends as not.
I started out with a plan of study and stuck to it, for no real reason other than that’s what I had been told I should do. At some point by my third year, I think, I understood that I was making no real progress in the art of illustration and I was not ever going to become a comic book artist; I just kind of went with the flow and kept working on my graphic design degree because I had no strong instinct to explore anything else. Indeed at the time I felt some smug pride at having started with a major already picked out, and at keeping on course to complete it in four years; some years afterward the students who changed course after enrolling began to seem courageous and strong, instead.
Grow and change I did, eventually, but it was a slow process. I suppose that one could take the cautious and introverted comic book nerd out of the narrow world of a small town high school, but a cautious and introverted comic book nerd would expand into a much bigger and less oppressive world only gradually.

Whether or not I did all that much to add value, my four years of college were very rich. It’s difficult to know where or how to begin summarizing.
Perhaps the Honors and graphic design programs are the best places to begin, as the two frameworks which lasted the entire four years.
I had to get into the graphic design program, sort of. Admission to 200-level and above courses was restricted to those who completed an intro course and, I believe, a few fine arts prerequisites, and did well enough in this work to earn one of a limited number of acceptances.
I enrolled in graphic design at a very interesting time. It had been barely a decade since the Macintosh transformed the entire field. The faculty at Iowa State had personally caught up to this, more so than not, with some reluctance. (They constantly referred to “the computer” as though it was some strange, suspicious thing in our midst.) The curriculum was somewhat further behind. My first year of official art and design coursework was basically all fine arts and hand craft, and the 200-level courses tried hard to extend that before conceding to the impurity of “the computer.” Design for electronic media was almost absent from the curriculum entirely, and while I did take one interactive media course as an upperclassman, almost half of it was spent on video (not an interactive media) and none of it was spent on design or development for the World Wide Web.
I built web sites in college nonetheless, as early as my freshman year, but what I learned was 100% unofficial independent study.
Some element of learn-by-doing benign neglect pervaded all of the graphic design program, admittedly. Most of the “teaching” consisted of assigning us projects and then providing critique while and after we explored design solutions through trial and error. This applied to design, and most of our design tools; the instruction offered eventually in use of software applications was mostly a joke. I’m sure that nearly everyone learned most of what we learned through intuition, trial and error, sharing between peers, and in some cases consulting a reference source.
With creating for the web, these sources were the only ones on offer at Iowa State University of Science and Technology in the late 1990s. But they got me some ways along, in part because so many of my peers were computer nerds I met through the Honors Program.
Toward the end of my senior year, I wrote an evaluation of my four years with the ISU Honors Program, and without going back to confirm, I’m sure that my main conclusion then was what it remains now: without Honors housing, the program didn’t really amount to much. With it, however…
The value of Honors housing probably demonstrates how much actual learning and achievement is a product of social conditions rather than formal processes. In a very real sense, I didn’t attend college at Iowa State University or the College of Design, I attended college at Harwood House in Lyon Hall.
For three years, even acknowledging all of the times I decamped back to Anamosa on weekends and each summer, Lyon 318 Harwood was my space. It’s strange that I got “a single” as requested, right from the start of my freshman year, though I think it’s also very fortunate. I had my own bedroom growing up, and I think I simply need (at minimum) that little tennis court space of my own. The other Harwood residents drove me crazy (and certainly vice versa) quite frequently as it was, with e.g. conversation and other noise spilling out into or originating from the hallway in the middle of the night.
Yet Harwood became my tribe, nonetheless, as much as any group of people ever has done. There I found friends. It wasn’t instant, but by the end of freshman year we had formed such bonds among ourselves that I was welcomed onto a small road trip reunion over the summer.
This bunch became my social circle, much more than the other design students or any other group. We lived together, we ate together, we played video games together, we did weird shit together such as creating a fictitious “First Ames Church of Baal” and stomping a brief but large, red promotional message into the snow so that it would show up on the university’s webcam.
We even learned some things together. I’m fairly certain that influence/recommendation from friends got me enrolled in two semesters of military history, which experience ranks among the most thought provoking and entertaining classroom instruction out of four years.
Chance played a large role, however. After my sophomore year I felt an inclination to join peers who were moving off campus, but I just didn’t find a berth anywhere, and certainly didn’t feel ready to try making it entirely on my own in some expensive garret. (It has been some years since the last time I had the classic anxiety dream about remembering a course I had forgotten to attend all semester, e.g., but occasional dreams persist about needing to move back to Ames for my final year and realizing that I haven’t secured anywhere to live.)
I don’t know what might have happened had I joined one or another off-campus pod a year earlier, but I think that my somewhat reluctant third year on Harwood was probably the richer experience. Mainly because, in a twist almost worthy of epic myth, I became king. Or, at any rate, a whim to go along with a last-minute nomination of me for 1998-99 house president resulted in my plurality election and the most unlikely leadership experiment.
It turned out well for me and I still think I was the best president of the admittedly small number who had led Harwood House since its conversion to Honors housing.
I don’t quite know how, honestly. I suppose it was a relatively modest test of leadership to which I simply applied myself diligently. I had seen others be president, I did much the same, and brought in some talent for organization which I had never before really used in such a role. I came up with a list of priorities and got most of them completed. I still feel particularly proud of leading a successful “Kaleidoquiz” 24-hour trivia contest effort, which was a genuine project.
This eight or nine month reign, at least, I will allow myself to cite as a real credit.
Of course, I developed some genuinely valuable skills only to fail at really seeing their value, and consequently failed to take anything directly forward. In a similar failing, I had studied French for four years in high school, approached a basic fluency; then I got to college, earned a handful of “test-out” credits, and immediately went about neglecting the capability which had emerged only after extensive effort. You can provide a young person a liberal education, but you can’t assume he will make any use of it without further prompting, in a culture oriented firmly toward acquiring money through technocratic specialization and spending it on consumer goods.

In 1999 I began drifting into adulthood, and though mostly still propelled by various winds, currents and tides, I began eventually to try dipping an oar into the water.
Politically I could say that I began to awaken by the end of 1999, after more than five years of juvenile fandom conservatism.
I could be persuaded to grant that, in the mid-1990s, this dalliance was juvenile but not terribly more so than the grown-up political culture as a whole. These were the post-Cold War years of deep triviality, of Clinton jokes and a Democratic Party more interested in co-opting Reaganism than overcoming it with something better. The early years of Republicans’ own post-Reagan party had appeal for a misfit, whose high school experiences seemed to confirm that yes, the enterprising were being dragged down by a system too tolerant of deadweight wasters. The approval of peers and the disapproval of flabby liberal adults were both affirming influences for a teenager. The novels of Ayn Rand reinforced all this.
When I got to college I found a puny little College Republican chapter and eagerly signed up. Before the end of freshman year, I think I was creating and updating their web site. I even participated in my first political protest during my first semester. Autumn 1996 was possibly the nadir of my political unseriousness, in fact; I cast my first ever ballot for Bob Dole, and since Tom Harkin sought reelection that year, it must have been then that somehow I got recruited to join “Students for Jim Lightfoot” in jeering outside of someplace Harkin was going to visit. There I was, the picture of white male privilege enjoying a full-ride college scholarship at public expense, playing foot soldier for some reactionary cretin.
Gradually, somehow, I began to take repeated hints that something wasn’t quite right. The College Republicans were infested with utter shits, and if that admits some comparison many years later with the Lakewood Democratic Club, it was at the time one small reason to question the Republican Party. More substantively, I think that I never quite accepted the “environmental problems are just a hoax and a joke” orthodoxy already developing. I may, perhaps, have learned a few things about socioeconomic history over my years at college, as well.
The final straw began to weigh upon the camel’s back in 1999, probably, as George W. Bush emerged as the frontrunner for Republicans’ nomination for the presidency. I saw Bush even then as a dimwitted, spoiled product of inherited privilege. Any policy views I had were still forming, but lining up behind such a smirking anti-intellectual, simply because he was “legacy” heir apparent, was too much cognitive dissonance for someone who had bought all the noise about a meritocracy. Over the course of the year 2000, I concluded that separation needed to become divorce, and was on my way toward the Democratic Party.
Any Millenarian awakening to maturity on my part was still more of a stirring, nonetheless. The summer of 1999 featured some memorable coming-of-age events, but among these was a trip to Ames on my 21st birthday for a bar crawl. I got dopey drunk, but between youthful physical resilience and friends proving their friendship by cutting me off at a reasonable point and getting me hydrated before I passed out, I felt basically fine the next morning. It was only after the first big off-campus party, fall semester of my senior year, that I learned about things like vomiting and hangovers. It was a lesson which got my attention but took some time to begin mastering.
Aside from my birthday I was back in Anamosa once again, that final summer break, but some things were different. After freshman and sophomore years, I had moved back into my childhood bedroom and a lot of reading and TV, I think, and while I did at last experience real paid employment, my first summer jobs were typical crap part-time jobs for an adolescent; in 1997 I somehow managed to endure tele-fundraising from a little office in Anamosa itself, and in 1998 I commuted to Cedar Rapids to cashier at Target. The summer of 1999 brought change.
My mother had actually divorced my father during my sophomore year, if I recall correctly, and if I have not written of this sooner I suppose this gives some indication of my limited direct reaction. I was at college, at the time, and increasingly immersed in concerns there if still going back “home” semi-regularly. In practical terms, my father moved out, and 200 Cherry Street remained home much as it had been throughout childhood. I had never been that close to my father, so life went on.
But shortly before or early during the summer of 1999, my mother got cleared out of my childhood home and moved into the yellow house on Division Street. (Not making it up.) When I returned to Anamosa over the summer, again, it was less returning to childhood and more staying in the most convenient location for my good summer internship, at the Gazette in Cedar Rapids.
I didn’t fully appreciate my summer internship at the time, although my positive opinion of it began to rise higher upon hearing about classmates’ internships at the beginning of our senior year. Some had been little more than office gofers. I got to spend most of the summer in the role of a full-fledged full-time design professional, in between one second-shift designer leaving and the new one starting. I suppose I went into the office around 1 p.m. and left around 9, but I was there and part of things, and it was another glorious opportunity, I realized in time.
In one year I had gone from cashier at Target to full-time professional in my chosen field, working for the daily newspaper in “the city.” Such dailies were probably still near the peak of vitality, prior to the slow exsanguination which has followed. Exciting, particularly as I had begun a dalliance with journalism in my junior year; I think I also did some writing for the Anamosa paper that same summer of 1999. All of this paid, as well.
Various events added spice to the summer. Flooding, of an intensity now beginning to seem routine, but then still dramatic. On July 4, I got to watch fireworks from the roof of the Gazette building. One evening I returned to the parking ramp and couldn’t find my car. Many months later, police found it in a parking ramp, and I would think I had just gotten confused and looked in the wrong place had not my father assumed such at the time and made a search of area parking ramps. To this day I still don’t know what to think of the episode.
That Grand Am was anyway an unreliable piece of shit, and the Chevy Celebrity which replaced it looked more like a beater but performed better. I believe the summer of 1999 was also when I introduced the internet to my mother’s home, in the form of a dial-up Earthlink account. At the beginning of my junior year I had come up with the money for a Macintosh G3, and after having that plus access to the on-campus ethernet, I simply couldn’t go fully off-grid again. 
It could easily have been imagined, as the autumn of 1999 started, that the future was genuinely about to open.

Like the rollover from 1999 to 2000, any such personal impression of new beginning would have been a false start. I knew, as we partied in Ames and wondered if just maybe that Y2K thing would throw the world into chaos, that to the extent that there is any reality to our arbitrary time and calendar systems, the third millennium C.E. would not begin until 2001. Whereas premature expectations of my own future would require slow and disappointing experience to see through.
Just as quickly as I went from working a cash register at Target, to working at a venerable local institution as a full-time professional in my chosen field, I went from that to down-and-out unemployment and applying for jobs at Kinko’s.
I completed college simply, very, unprepared for what was coming, in the sense of either skills or expectations.
My senior year mostly seems like a romp. I was living off campus, at last, taking Cy-Ride in most days for classes. We did our share of partying, at house parties and at disgusting dive bars. Which did not prevent me from maintaining excellent grades; the previous year I had gotten my first “B” and was devastated, but I finished up with a 3.81 GPA. I was also writing for the student paper, earning a little pocket money to supplement the room and board payments which the university simply paid out in cash after I moved off-campus. I completed an independent study course and an Honors project, and organized another successful “Kaleidoquiz” championship campaign.
All of this climaxed in a glorious victory lap final few weeks. Farewell parties, including the party of all parties, which for years afterward I couldn’t help imagining a few souls were probably still carrying on, in some corner of Ames, so endless had that night seemed. Graduation ceremonies: a small ceremony at the College of Design, the formal cap-and-gown ceremony in Hilton Coliseum in the afternoon, a joint party at my mother’s house for her sons graduating from college and high school.
Then the music stopped and the guests drifted away and I was left without any idea what to do, and worse, without even the first inkling of how little my honors and distinction were going to matter in “the real world.”
I looked for jobs, and looked, and looked. I got some interviews, and no offers. I began wandering, with an increasing degree of desperation. First the lease ended on our crummy apartment in Ames, and in a helpless and forlorn state I ended up somehow making an agreement to move into a Des Moines apartment with two strangers. Then I discovered that there were only two bedrooms and I was expected to share. At that point I basically hit the panic button and yelled for my mommy to come get me. For some weeks I was back again living in my parent’s house, but this time without employment, and that felt about like the bottom of the barrel. It was the peak of the bubble economy, my friends had all found jobs, and unlike the very different attitude which seemed to prevail widely with people as little as a year or so younger than me, moving back with one’s family after graduation seemed to my age cohort the ultimate badge of failure.
I moved back out again soon for a few reasons, including that, and a suspicion that being based in Anamosa was not helping my employability. The biggest spur to moving back out was probably however my mother’s bringing home a new man. That was just a little awkward too far, under the circumstances, so in a sense I hit the panic button again and this time called for Dad and his truck to evacuate me.
My mother actually did not think my heading off to go it alone in Des Moines was such a good idea, but I felt like I had to do something. The third roommate in the abortive shared apartment agreement had also vanished from the picture, and while each of us was still paying our share of rent each month, I could now move in and have a bedroom of my own.
I spent plenty of time in it, that fall, mostly dwelling on my misery I suppose. I was alone, my expectations and self-belief had fallen apart over the five months since graduation, I was running low on money and running up credit card debt for the first and only time in my life. I began applying for almost any kind of job, including uniformed monkey at Kinko’s.

A work-driven pattern of optimism giving way to dissatisfaction and despair, then starting the cycle over again, describes much of my adult working life, really. It was was really the entire framework for my five years in Des Moines, Iowa.
I just about bottomed out, then to enormous relief got a job at Planned Parenthood, worked hard, accomplished some things that I remain proud of, then I got sick of stupid shit and began looking around. I got a new job at Drake University, repeated the cycle. Got a new job out of state and that was it for Des Moines.
Things happened, including setting up housekeeping and life as an on-my-own adult. Already for a large portion of my several month stay out at the fringe of urban sprawl (literally just a stone’s throw from corn fields) I was on my own, in an ironic outcome to the lease I had freaked out over because of roommates. The third roommate just paid his rent, and never returned. The other was off somewhere else for a long period, and I had the place to myself. At lease’s end, I moved into my apartment on School Street, wedged into a kind of limbo between the freeway and random neglected properties north of Des Moines’ miniature downtown.
At some point I ditched the Celebrity for a Grand Prix, which was an improvement for a time, until it began the occasional phantom won’t-start bit, which never occurred when a mechanic was present.
I began making some alterations to my personal appearance. First I grew out sideburns, in imitation of the lead character in the Starman comics I was reading at the time. Then I bought my first traditional men’s hat. Then, after some ineffective attempts to resist the pattern baldness which made a relentless advance in my early twenties, I finally said “fuck it,” bought an electric clipper, and one morning buzzed it all down to about 1/4 inch. It may have been on New Year’s Day one year.
I rang in at least a couple of new years in Chicago, though, as part of much traveling to and with the diaspora of my college friends. Despite my modest salary, I was able to go many places during those years and really expand my world. Boston, San Francisco, Montréal, Denver, New York, Los Angeles, Phoenix, Vancouver. This was mostly in addition to the nearly endless weddings, mostly in some midwestern hometown. Recently I excavated a shoebox of souvenirs from approximately college through the aughts, and wedding invitations made up a large part of the post-college layers.
I never developed any real local social life, which was part of the reason I decamped in the end. The friendships I had enjoyed in college all became long distance relationships, and while that might have felt different in the age of social media, this was circa 2003. In about five years spent at two workplaces, I made one or two friends with whom I actually interacted outside of work. I learned during this period that a lot of volunteering with a group, in this case AIGA, could lead to friendship but simple participation as a rank and file member would not. (I also decided that it simply wasn’t worth the effort without some other interest in the group.)
This was around the time, for what it’s worth, that I gradually began giving up on even faintly active pursuit of a romantic relationship, after all such efforts had been unavailing since the first week of freshman year at college. I made some effort to get dates in college, mostly met with some sort of evasive non-rejection rejection. After college the pool of eligible partners around me tended to be negligible, and I never have at any point felt really comfortable with the connect-with-strangers-online approach.
The one “love of my life” was out of reach from the start, being a roommate’s girlfriend when I met her the summer after college. I took to her thereafter, gradually, but she got engaged and then married. I saw her many times during these years, and corresponded many more. I carried a torch for her over the course of several years, supposing that divorce statistics proved that there might one day be a chance for us. Eventually I concluded both that this was not going to happen, and that the aching I went through after each contact had come to outweigh the initial burst of joy. I let the social attrition which seemed to be a reliable natural phenomenon work without further interference. It may have been a decade now since our last interaction.

The administration of Planned Parenthood of Greater Iowa had a measure of austere purpose. I didn’t entirely buy the importance of “the mission” yet, while there, but resources were serving some kind of purpose other than the institution’s own luxury.
At Drake University it was another story, and the decadence made for some odd contrasts in addition to its own novelty.
I actually accepted a slight pay cut to work at DU, after some agonizing and reluctance. I gave in and took the offer only because I felt convinced that I had to get away from what seemed like a madhouse. (It would take a few more workplaces before I realized that this was just normal for our culture.) Yet there were certainly benefits.
I had faculty-level borrowing privileges at a university library. I had access to indoor fitness facilities. I had opportunity to help myself to loose items in the “M&C” office (and made remarkably little use of this all things considered). One or two cute interns was typically in the office. 
We had travel. In just two and a half years I got Drake to send me to Kansas City, to Denver, and to Vancouver (on the way to a conference in Victoria, where I stayed at nothing less than the Empress Hotel). We also enjoyed further travel related to printing, and paper, and these feel like the real decadence.
In my first two jobs I was nothing more than a peon, yet right away sales representatives from printing and paper companies were courting me. This was odd, particularly as Planned Parenthood didn’t make any really huge printing orders that I can recall. But there was a culture of excess on both ends, which approached absurdity at Drake.
From the start of my first job (reporting to someone who had previously held what would become my second job, may the circle be unbroken) I was putting every little printing job out for competitive bids. We made press checks as well. At Drake, we added to this an often ridiculous obsession with paper.
The paper industry in those days feels like parody. I can’t really find any way to take seriously the Byzantine ritual complexity of not only poring over swatch book after swatch book, often simply to compare near interchangeable white paper, but then insisting on not only our selection from the printer but on its being sourced through one of multiple competitive paper distributors, so that a particular desperate paper sales rep could get the credit. 
It was mad. The paper distributors were almost ready to stand on their heads and spin, to court our favor. They made housecalls, they wined and dined us, they handed out promotional freebies. They put on paper events including paper fashion shows which I have to struggle to believe really happened, and can only succeed in the attempt because I was there. One year they flew three or four of us up to Wisconsin to tour paper mills. The turbulent flight up in a tiny plane was nauseating, but the mill tours were fun, and of our stay in “The Neenah Dream Home” in some sylvan glade, I can only say that I don’t think I could actually have dreamed this stuff up. I don’t know how much of this culture persists, nowadays, but I haven’t been involved in anything of the kind for ages.
Alongside my modest role and meager salary, the state of the world provided a more grim contrast with this decadence. Things are very bad, right now, but they were bad then also.
After growing up in an age when politics also seemed characterized mostly by frivolity, The End of History proved a premature call a little less than a year into my first job. Through the first summer after his fraudulent installation as president, George W. Bush seemed almost universally lampooned as the dimwit I had recognized two years before. Then one day in September, the mutant offspring of a CIA-trained terror agent hijacked multiple jetliners, turned them into colossal missiles, and America went mad.
It’s appalling that 20 years on, too many people are already airbrushing the period which followed into an ideal of national unity and cooperation. What actually followed was a vile and destructive test of how vulnerable our larger decadent culture had become to violent fascism.
Back then, the greatest part of the actual violence was directed outward, but that isn’t really an improvement. Nor was the political unity which that villainy was able to command. I remember the evening in the spring of 2003, and official news of the war which I had been dreading and knew, with certainty, was completely wrong. That was one of the worst nights of my life. Also another shock for someone who had spent much of the preceding decade hearing that conservative Republicans believed “America cannot be the world’s policeman.”
The “support the troops” culture and all of the accompanying menacing pre-fascism of the era still horrify me, and I was a white male who had never even seen a copy of the Quran. 
Isolated as I was, I didn’t really know how to get involved in doing anything, yet by 2004 I was convinced that I had to try. I was mainlining liberal blog content by that point, and even producing a little of my own. I also ventured out of my comfort zone enough to perform some ballot harvesting for the Kerry campaign, which felt quite extraordinary considering where I was in terms of interacting with strangers. I wrote out one check alone for $1,000 to try preventing a second term for that nightmare.
The resultant failure, including an overall improvement on Bush’s 2000 results, left me in a very dark place.

By 2004 it already felt like time to go. The world I was in seemed to be going bad.
After taking up running, early in 2001, I had reached the point where I was running five miles or more every other day, which also proved to be the point which triggered nagging discomfort in my right leg which I would never really resolve. I was also beginning to fight with that stupid car. I grew tired of Des Moines, which just felt small and overly familiar. I had done the best work I was capable of at Drake, redesigning the viewbook and other admissions material, as well as a season’s basketball graphics. By the end of my second full year, it was just the same cycle of projects. Turnover within the M&C department replicated the feeling I had already gotten, socially, of being left behind.
Also my father had gone into the hospital and wasn’t really going to get better.
My father’s terminal decline, which began in his mid-50s when I was not many years out of college, seems almost more startling now than it did at the time. I did not really have a frame of reference to judge what was happening; many years later I can say that this was a hell of a trauma.
Dad began going into decline not that long after I graduated. I remember going to an Iowa State football game with him, perhaps as early as 2002, and he just kind of fell apart. I remember my mother describing to me at one point how she had been trying to reach him, for some reason, and eventually gone over to his house; her words to me were blunt: “he’s fading fast.”
It was both too fast and too slow. My father was suspicious of doctors, but eventually got tests and diagnosed with multiple sclerosis. That was the end of his career, at 55 or something. He was just a few years older than more than one of my Generation X friends is, now, but he began to age ahead of his years, rapidly.
Dad was alone, and increasingly disabled, and not remotely prepared for that. For a while he’d had a girlfriend, but she moved away. His sister did what she could, but she had a full-time job and family of her own. My brother had been estranged from our father and, amid rocky years of his own, had no great interest in being around him. I visited him, and took his calls, with patience but little enthusiasm.
My father was kind of marooned by the end of 2003, in most ways. I remember him asking me about getting a computer and the internet, and I came up with an estimate for what that might cost. That seemed to give him pause, and it was never really an issue after that.
Dad’s attack happened some time in early spring 2004, I think.
I still don’t know exactly what happened. Throughout all which followed, I never asked a lot of questions about my father’s medical condition, given that there was little I could do and such details wouldn’t change it. Some time afterward, Dad described his body just kind of going into something like a seizure, perhaps, and only managing to reach a telephone by incredible chance. Initially, he could only manage a shocked, helpless “I don’t know” to explain what happened. Unsurprising, given that he had been through severe shock, and was doped out of his mind in the hospital.
My brother described Dad’s appearance as looking “about 80, and a bad 80” at that. That exaggerated but not wildly. Our father would recover, to some extent; after he was diagnosed with cancer, he was placed in hospice care, but eventually taken out of it for a time. But he never really got better.
From the time he went to the hospital in early 2004 until he died in late 2006, my father was either in the hospital or a nursing home. Which sucked, certainly. The whole experience sucked all around. About the only positive I can propose is that our society at least had programs in place to provide for this basic level of care even though my dad was near destitute.
I got to take on a big role in winding up his many debts and few assets. All in all I feel now about as I felt then, I suppose, that I could have done more to be there for him but I could have done much less.
After his attack I was back in eastern Iowa just about every weekend for a time. Visiting Dad in the hospital, stopping by his house to get his mail, being despatched to sneak in some or other snack food for him. (One time while he was in the hospital, Dad demanded a list of the over the counter acid-reflux remedies on which he had been living for years, and I refused. In the awkward minutes which followed, he passed through anger, frustration, desperation, and weeping self-pity, and I don’t know if I have ever felt more hard-hearted in my life. I just felt that anything along the lines of medicine should reach him only with the knowledge of his medical team. But otherwise I gofer’d him every special order he requested, and he always had one.)
I got to experience things like power of attorney paperwork, and pre-paying funerary expenses. I got to work with a realtor to put my dad’s house on the market and sell it, and an auctioneer to try and flog the mostly worthless contents to the public. I got to deal with various debt collectors, with banks, with Social Security, and on and on. Through some financial sleight-of-hand, I even rescued a modest amount of money from the harsh yet arbitrary means-testing rules. Benefits paying for Dad’s care basically demanded that he go broke, yet they permitted ownership of a home and vehicle for which he was never going to have use again, so I felt justified in saying the hell with that, and got money out just in case. Ultimately it was unneeded and after he was gone I divided it up four ways among me, my brother, and Dad’s two siblings.
I talked with Dad. (In fact I suppose I also set him up with his own phone line, in the nursing home, as well as Dish Network service which was an astonishing feat of bureaucratic acrobatics on my part.) I visited. One time I even took his feeble, maimed, leaking body for a day trip back to Anamosa. One of the world’s worst drivers nagged me from the passenger seat of my car as I gritted my teeth and tried to stay patient. Dad never directly asked for another such trip, and I never offered, and I felt kind of torn. It had not been a really fun experience. But I’m sure it meant the world to my father to escape from Crestview Acres if only for a few hours, see his house, talk with a few people, go through a drive-through like a normal person.
“I felt kind of torn” describes the whole experience, of my father’s last years, really. I wanted to be there for him, and felt I owed it to him if only as a good person’s duty. But it was hard, and I had little help; the only real fight I have ever had with my brother was one morning when I arrived in Cascade to pick him up to visit our father, and Bret was hung over and unwilling to conceal the disinterest in visiting Dad which he probably felt the entire time.
Dad and I just didn’t have much in common. I weep now, reliably, every time I dwell for long on his absence from life. But aside from a parental interest in what and how I was doing—which didn’t help much in relating technical details or office politics to someone whose life experience hadn’t really included helpful points of reference—we didn’t have a lot to talk about. When someone is effectively bed-ridden, that’s a considerable limitation because there isn’t much to do together besides talk. Iowa State football, Iowa State basketball, The Blues Brothers. I loved those things, certainly in those days, as did my father. But they only went so far.
By 2004 I was ready to get away, somewhere, somehow.

By the start of 2005, I was very nearly coming unglued. I was tired of Des Moines, socially isolated, left behind. I was dismayed at a second-term Bush presidency. I was worn out from being there for my father. I was so sick of Drake that I was practically trying to get fired.
I didn’t quite have that intention, but I do think I had some awareness of how reckless I was getting, and I’m sure that I simply didn’t care. I was sick of it all. Tired of the coworkers, the clients, the Groundhog Day repetitive cycle of projects. The team meetings were near to sending me out a window.
Marketing & Communications itself was in a pretty shabby state, and combined with how painfully overqualified I was becoming for my junior designer role, the truth was that I often had time on my hands. I would sign out and wander campus, go sit in the library and read, stretch lunch breaks considerably; I played video games at my desk, including playing through all of Kirby 3 using emulation software on my iMac.
When my boss joined the exodus, and hiring a replacement proved to be a slow process, it became fairly clear to me that I could have obtained the job of art director had I wanted it. I just didn’t, at all. The benefits would have been real enough: real “art director” status at just age 26, with two underlings of my own, and a salary which was probably not exceptional but which I’m also sure would have been significantly more than I have ever earned in a two-decade career. There was just no way, however.
I was sick of it. By the spring of 2005 I was basically leaning in on despair. I have photos of my apartment half-buried in trash and clutter, which I had just stopped caring to pick up or put away.

The years which followed replaced an unraveling with a tumbling, stumbling, bouncing avalanche which didn’t really peter out until the past decade after I arrived in this apartment. Any kind of order and breaks in recounting those years is going to be relatively arbitrary.
My brief, third job is as good a place to begin as any. It’s part of the answer to the question I have been obliged to answer, at least once per year, ever since: “what brought you out here.”
Part of the answer is that I was ready to get away, as described above, but not particular about where. I applied for jobs in the Midwest, the northeast, out west. What I didn’t appreciate is that the job market for graphic designers is rather different from that for e.g. engineers, and no employers in their right mind were very likely to bother with a job applicant from across the country just to put a Quark XPress jockey behind a desk.
Eventually I found the exception who proved the rule: Brian Sooy of Elyria, Ohio, would hire me from across the country but was not in his right mind.
As throughout this period, things overlapped. I actually received the interested reply from him while I was in British Columbia on a junket, which I had only decided to ask approval for upon second thoughts, after initially putting the invitation into recycling. It was a splendid trip. 
Within a month of my return, I spent my last day at Drake and prepared to leave the state.
In between, I arranged and made a whirlwind road trip to Ohio to interview. This was in April, and I left a pleasant Spring day in Iowa to drive (further east than I had ever driven before) into gradually grayer and colder weather, finally arriving in Elyria in the teeth of a snowstorm. I had a good interview, came back to Des Moines, accepted an offer and put in my resignation.
Moving across country was quite something. I’m not entirely sure how I even found an apartment. I think I did it all over the phone, and arrived from Iowa sight unseen, which is astonishing. In any event, I had to box up my things and have them loaded onto a big truck, to arrive when they would. I do recall how after that, I bedded down in a sleeping bag in my nearly empty apartment, and the next morning fit everything which remained into my deathtrap Pontiac, and tore-ass east to move into my new apartment.
Of the single year which followed there’s not that much which seems important, at this point. 
I started the new job, did good work, went to AIGA events, discovered that every other designer in the region seemed to live in Lakewood. I explored. Mom came out to visit. I made a point of returning to Iowa every few months, and visiting my father.
I concluded that Brian Sooy was an uptight reactionary twerp, and in combination with a general dissatisfaction with my career, made some negative comments in an instant messenger conversation with a friend; Brian proved himself to be all that I thought and worse by spying on this, then fired me on my 364th day on the job.
I never really entertained any thoughts of going back to Iowa. For what? I had no real ties to Des Moines, and I was hardly going to go home again to my little hometown. I filed for unemployment, and began looking for new work.

The next phase of my life could be dispensed with relatively briefly, I suppose. I got into temporary contracting work, my father died, I hired on for a multi-month contract at Cleveland Botanical Garden, finished that and turned down an offer to stay, thinking that I was ready to go it alone, although I was not.
Having been fired from my last job was a scarlet letter, certainly. I can only imagine what people convicted of a felony face, no matter how sincere their desire to “go straight.” Thankfully The Creative Group and AQUENT were willing and able to place me in temporary work. I did that beginning in the summer and into the autumn. 
In the wee hours of November 8, 2006, Aunt Cathy left a message for me that my father had died. Being hundreds of miles away, I just went to my temp assignment the next day, as I recall. It was Election Day, and in that sense a marvelous day in memory. 
Soon after I was back in Iowa for my father’s funeral. I recall one of his high school classmates (whose printing company had employed Dad as a delivery driver in his last job) arriving, and two things made instant and lasting impressions: one, how relatively young and healthy one of my father’s peers looked, and two, the shock and dismay on his face.
I also recall getting back to my mother’s house afterward, and finding her and various relatives sitting in the kitchen waiting for electricity to be restored after a power outage.
That was basically it for my relationship with my father, except that it took almost another entire year to get his ashes interred, and as noted above I generally weep reliably when I dwell on our parting, since. At the time I was simply kind of numb, and obviously not shocked. I would never choose for anyone’s end to be as drawn-out as my father’s was but at least by the absolute finish, there was nothing left unsaid, no business left unfinished. Perhaps I feel more sadness since, in part, because now there is so much more which he never got to see or hear of.
Around this time I did my first stint as a contractor at Jo-Ann Stores headquarters. If one counts the first day I reported to their office, to the last, it’s possible this is still the longest I have been at any employer’s workplace. It was okay. I referred to it, prompted by a printout someone had pinned up in the printer room, as “Jo-Ann’s Nut House.” While it was that, it realistically provided more latitude for me to get on with productive activity and demanded less nonsense than most offices in which I have spent comparable time or close to it.
In late 2005, I responded to a want ad (an actual newspaper ad if I recall correctly) for someone to fill in at Cleveland Botanical Garden for the house designer while she took maternity leave. In another of life’s coincidences, she had also previously worked for Brian Sooy, and she vouched for me when the question of my last job’s termination came up.
I had a time, there. Probably more than anywhere I have worked, including even Planned Parenthood, I was called on for some of any and everything, and by the beginning of 2007 I was ready to provide it. I worked long days and in many cases evenings. I recall physical sensations I had not experienced since college finals. Some evenings I drove back across the shoreway toward Elyria with the sun setting; other evenings I drove back in the dark.
As my contract wound to its close, perhaps predictably the designer on maternity leave announced she would not be returning, and I was offered the opportunity to replace her. Just as at Drake, I elected not to do so. In this case, it was not quite so much that “CBG” seemed intolerable, as it was a feeling that I didn’t need it. I felt like I could go freelance, I was good, I had made contacts, I could get on. I took my leave, and made a delightful road trip south to Columbus, Cincinnati, and bourbon country in Kentucky.

A strange new phase of life began, here, really lasting five years, I think. I can’t really see any compelling earlier break.
I was not at all prepared to earn a living from freelancing. (I’m still not.) As this sank in, slowly, I returned to contracting, though I had come to regard this as “wanking for coins down by the docks” or simply “whoring.” I made do.
At the beginning of 2008, things began to slide sideways. I was very, very, very tense. Afterward, I could see things like my general tendency toward anxiety, and accompanying physical tension, and how caffeine made this worse (particularly after I developed a great fondness for tea on one of my contracting jobs) and how my retirement from running had eliminated a critical means of stress reduction. At the time, it just built up, really over a year or so.
At the beginning of 2007 I had decided I had to have a new car. The Pontiac had died again one dark cold evening as I was trying to drive north out of Elyria; finding myself in a fast-moving car becoming completely unresponsive was upsetting enough, but then on my hike home I was chased by a couple of ruffians who apparently saw someone they might fuck with a little just for sport.
My father had simply purchased my first cars for me, at auction; they were junk but they were simply given to me. I bought the Pontiac, myself, but with his guidance at every step. When it failed, I was 28 years old, and entirely dependent upon this failing machine to make a living, with very limited means to acquire a better replacement and no idea how to do so properly.
I began doing research, including reading an entire book, which was useful but which at the same time only made me more anxious and terrified of screwing up. Eventually I ended up purchasing a 2000 Toyota Camry; as I described it, it was the perfect anonymous urban vehicle, the color of concrete when it gets wet.
That life experience was accomplished and complete, aside from years’ worth of deferred maintenance and other repair expenses.
In the middle of 2008, feeling that I was no longer likely to return to full-time onsite work—and therefore free of the consideration of living near it—I left drab Elyria for Lakewood. I had looked at a few areas, but upon viewing one apartment above a Madison Avenue storefront I simply felt some marvelous attraction to the idea. I didn’t rent that apartment, but I did rent a slightly larger similar place up the street.
The next “thing which happened” was probably my wrist injury.
This was a nightmare.
My right wrist began getting painful, which was very bad considering how much of my livelihood depended on moving a computer mouse around.
I saw doctors, physical therapists; I downed bottle after bottle of anti-inflammatories. To this day I suspect that I severely harmed my gastrointestinal system with all of the Advil I was advised to swallow.
None of it really helped. I think it was in the fall of 2008 that I went to London with one of my college roommates, and that was a candidate for trip of a lifetime. What an incredible experience. I also enjoyed some relief while there. Which, in retrospect, I explain as a consequence of relaxing a bit.
It didn’t last, however, and eventually I reached such a state of tension exacerbating pain exacerbating worry exacerbating tension, that both of my wrists were pained, and I was trying to ease the pain of both with over the counter wrist supports.
I could hardly work. As I recall, I basically withdrew from contracting, even though I hardly had any other work. I stopped updating my journal, for some while, then eventually began making new entries on paper, so wary was I of any unnecessary use of a keyboard.
Someone suggested I see a chiropractor, and the first one I visited (here in Lakewood) was so obviously a quack I got the hell out as quickly as possible. With no other ready options, however, I saw another, who was less quack-ish. He helped, particularly by recommending resistance exercises I might do with my hands. Somewhere in there I also began seeing a massage therapist, who also helped.
All together, eventually, gradually, one way and another, the pain which had become near crippling in both of my forelimbs receded. Finally, finally, I began to feel like I was emerging into an “other side” of what had been the worst nightmare of my life. As I had promised myself during the darkest times, I rewarded my survival with a vacation, a road trip to Gettysburg.

I had to go back to work for a while, warily, nervous about how well my wrist would hold up, and I managed. Perhaps at this point I first experienced one of the indications of how empty life was, in my personal paradox of prosperity. If I was putting in many hours, contracting, I would feel a bit flush with cash and minded to reward myself, but not only was I short of time for such indulgences—and then, when I had more time, more given to fretting about funds—in addition I had difficulty feeling that any wanted items were really of that much interest. More than once in the decade since I have made up spreadsheet “want lists” of items and prices, and stared at them and felt that all seemed nice enough, but none seemed really to call for prioritizing over the others to the point of spending on them. I buy things occasionally, certainly, but this repeated experience has left an impression.
In my memory the years 2010 and 2011 are a bit vague. I suppose that it must have been 2011 when I spent a bunch of time preoccupied with my living situation. The tenant above my first Lakewood apartment had always been a source of some noise. Mostly this was manageable, and I felt myself otherwise at home in that apartment.
Then eventually he went on some sort of extended bender, I guess, and it was just too much. Far too much, at all hours.
I basically flipped out. I booked myself into an extended stay hotel for a week, during which I carried out a kind of triangle trade, contracting at Jo-Ann Stores during the day, checking in at my apartment for a couple of hours afterward, then returning to the hotel in hopes that a quiet evening of reading and a measure of whiskey would calm my nerves enough to sleep.
This experience was terrible, also. What’s worse is that after I decided to move to the third floor of the same building, within a few months I found that being the uppermost tenant was no protection from noise, either. One night I was jarred out of sleep by what I described to my worthless landlord as if the downstairs tenants had decided to reenact Wrestlemania IV, at three in the morning.
I didn’t have it in me to move again, so soon, but I never imagined remaining in that building another year. The following Spring, I found this apartment. It has proved suitable. There are only two floors, and the tenant beneath me is a massage studio which produces very little noise anyway, and is closed at night. Most of the apartments are unoccupied. I felt like I had “moved out to the burbs” in relocating a whole mile or so west, but I felt like it might have been time for that, after my repeated frustration with noisy urban living.
A few more disruptions intruded before a period of peace. My stepfather died; over the years, both Bret and I had grown to like Jay well enough. He brought a good humor to our mother’s household. He was always losing the television remote control, and I recall one year at Christmas, I was shopping with my brother (this may have been a time when his license was suspended or restricted owing to drunk driving) and we came upon a nearly giant-prop sized but fully functional universal remote control. That was a very memorable Christmas gift. Eventually my mother married Jay, after one health scare, but within a few years he was hospitalized again and didn’t make it. My mother showed considerable fortitude surviving this, which is some reassurance.
Not long after I was moved into this apartment, I began having problems with my fanny. At first I guessed it was hemorrhoids, and attempted to treat these at home. Eventually that was conclusively inadequate, and I saw a specialist, who concluded that no, I had Crohn’s disease.
This became a presence in my life, as did ongoing travails to obtain the prescription medication I take four times daily. I have been relatively fortunate that it works, without any noticeable side effects, and works well. It was only after I got on medication, later in 2012, that I realized how generally run down and achy I had become all the time. I had felt it certainly, but it came upon me so gradually that I thought it was me getting old, or something. By the end of the year I felt so much better that it was a revelation.
I had to make some dietary adjustments, and learned after agonizing trial and error that grapes, cocoa, and any derivative were not worth the subsequent pain. Thus ended my participation in wine culture, and except for the tiniest morsels I have not eaten chocolate since then, either. All in all, I was philosophic; it would be better not to have an incurable inflammatory bowel disease, but mine proved to be relatively mild, and treatable with medication, which I have managed to obtain though never completely without difficulty. In three decades I had certainly enjoyed more chocolate than the majority of people who have ever lived enjoyed in their entire lifetimes.
I was also, at long last, enjoying some sense of having my life in a fairly satisfactory order after years of upheaval and scrambling.

A period of peace followed, for the most part, particularly in 2013 and 2014. It was often an enervating peace, but peace it was.
For a year or two I was about as prosperous as I have ever been, and entirely from direct-billed freelance clients of my own. This felt like success, at last. Years ago I had chanced into designing book covers for the former Iowa State Press, sold off to one larger publisher and then another. The work kept coming after I moved to Ohio, and while it was never enough to live on, it made a contribution and kept growing as more editors began hiring me. Eventually I was designing for people based in Ames, and New York, and even Oxford, England.
Then I got another break, one day, when a colleague from Drake days with whom I had maintained a degree of long-distance friendship contacted me to start some freelance work for Pioneer Hybrid. That grew even faster, and one day I reached the point where I no longer needed to hire myself out for on-site employment.
My peak prosperity passed quickly, when some higher-up at John Wiley & Sons decided to cut off all use of freelance designers in order to take that work in-house and off-shore (to Singapore of all places). Besides the two large clients, I didn’t have much, but the work for Pioneer was large enough and growing enough that I hoped I could brave it out.
I wasn’t spending much, except on life’s basics of rent, food, and healthcare. I did travel occasionally, but by this point my mother had begun to subsidize that, and I came to accept this. She also, some time in here, gave me a grant of $10,000 out of Baby Boomer reparations or something along those lines.
I recall contrasts during this time, of a personal level of modest comfort adequate for me to feel like I could enjoy it somewhat, and a growing sense of distress and discouragement at sociopolitical trends.
One of the most memorable phenomena from these days of ease was the annual furloughs from Pioneer. They weren’t official or even planned. It simply happened that at certain times of year, project requests dried up completely; in Spring for more than a month. At first this was very distressing, then after a couple of years I realized that one, the work returned, and two, I managed well enough over the course of the year as a whole that I didn’t have any acute need to try to fill the empty weeks. 
I began to research and write books, although these have certainly not been profitable. I also could, and did, simply while away the days staring at the internet, reading, playing video games, going for long walks, dozing off at noon, etc. All in all, while I could have done other things, I don’t feel any genuine regret at using that time, that way. I could have done other things, but what difference would it really have made. The only fly in this ointment is probably that even then, I felt that things were going bad, and doing nothing about it did not numb that feeling.
As I wrote late last year, it has been a bad decade. The 2010 election was a dreadful massacre. The 2012 election didn’t really right the ship, and while I felt some relief at Obama winning rather than Romney, I had become quite disillusioned about Obama already. Another massacre followed in 2014. By that point I was already seeing things in terms of civil war and failed states, and if most of the blissfully unaware had not caught up to me, yet, unfortunately that didn’t mean I was wrong.

The years 2015 and 2016 were sort of the prologue to most which has followed, for my purposes. I got my baptism in activism, I got involved in local government and politics, and I reached a state of complete despair which I decided was enough to call an end to things; although I would allow a delay for possible improvement, I determined then that it was bad enough and that I need not see worse in order to follow through. Worse I would see and have seen nonetheless.
At the very end of 2014, Lakewood’s mayor announced (after repeated denials) that the city’s hospital was no longer viable, would be closed, and replaced by wellness programs and a family health center through the Cleveland Clinic. This didn’t smell right to me, because the region’s hospital systems seemed to be building, everywhere, not downsizing. I saw a flier at the library one day calling a meeting to oppose this plan, checked it out, raised my hand reluctantly when someone asked if anyone knew about making web sites, and my life was never the same after that.
Of the struggle which followed, and ultimately failed, and its aftermath I have written elsewhere. I should write, here, how activism changed my life dramatically. Or rather, I should write how very different my life was up until that point.
I was very socially isolated through 2014. When I had to have endoscopies performed a couple of years before, I was absolutely stuck when told to arrive with “a driver.” Who was I going to ask to do that? I was able to get Wendi to do it, but I really had just about zero other options, and the facts that she lives quite a long drive from me and since our time working together at the Botanical Garden I have seen her probably once or twice per year, generally, give some sense of my social isolation.
One didn’t make friends as a temporary or contract worker. (One hardly made friends even as full-time staff, I had concluded some while before, at least not after one’s mid-20s.) I didn’t participate in a church or in groups or anything. I didn’t really want to. I did want a little more friendship, but as noted previously, I had decided that the effort required wasn’t worth it for relationship building alone.
This, obviously, was also a very limiting factor for diversification of my client base. I was just… alone. I lived in Lakewood but I didn’t really participate in the city.
Save Lakewood Hospital changed that. I met people, developed social connections with them. Fell for one of them in 2016, and was rather hurt for a while when she gently let me know that she was not looking to get involved with anyone.
I did more international travel during these years as well. In 2015 I felt able to afford a trip to Japan. It was fantastic, if challenging. I also seem to recall the planning being nearly the only thing which kept me going during much of the months before it, as depression weighed heavily on me already. In 2016 I took a modest long weekend up in Ontario. Visited California for Dave Lindecke’s wedding, as well, and speculated on our futures.
Instead, everything was about to shift from going bad, to being bad.

It had already seemed bad enough. As 2016 began, in the wake of the failure of all our efforts to defeat the corrupt mayor and his allies the year before, we had lost completely. I joined back up for a rematch, and got much more involved, but at the start of that year I looked around me and saw little interest in experiencing more of it.
I was depressed in those days, probably at least as much from isolation and lack of activities which particularly interested or challenged me, as from despair at the state of society. But it was getting very discouraging already and I had been cognizant of that for years.
In early 2016 I mused one night that perhaps I ought to see what five more years would bring. Could things turn around, at all? Would America e.g. be denied representative democracy for yet another decade through more gerrymandering? Or would the 2010s close with some real measure of greater hope for the following decade?
It seems not.
Of these past four years, I don’t know how much I can write, or need to. They’re very recent to attempt in any way to summarize, and most of those who know me will be to some extent familiar with them; I must presume that the only realistic audience for these memoirs is them, and myself, and I don’t really need to review the past four years at this moment.
It occurs to me that much of what I have now has only been built up from scratch within that time. Four, five years. When I was cut off by Pioneer in the middle of 2017 I was almost without any meaningful income remaining. I have managed to survive, and at least avoid appreciable decline in my accumulated savings, although deferred upgrades to things such as my 20-year-old Toyota must be set against that. Still, that I have accomplished all of this within just four or five years, all of these relationships, everything, should offer some counsel against despair that I can’t possibly start over somewhere else. The argument has some validity. Yet I don’t really have anywhere to go, or any real desire to go and start anew even if I could. I’m tired of living.
Still, it was my intention to write memoirs, not a suicide note.
I wrote and self-published three books; it was fun and it now seems like a microcosm of life. Writing my books was a source of great interest, and stimulation, and satisfaction at the time, and even provided some interest and reward to others. Now it’s something I have done and I feel no compulsion to go on further. That my projected fourth book has dead-ended in a complete draft manuscript, an abandoned project without further interest from the partner who recruited me for the project, seems to underscore all of this.
The past years have brought many moments of intense dread and intense shock to the system. How long must I go on like that?
I have gotten through things, it seems, with belief and stimulants; these latter have mostly taken the form of activity, yet they feel more and more like stimulants, regardless. If as some have suggested that’s just life, that’s all life really has to offer, I just don’t—can’t—manage that.
The Elizabeth Warren campaign may have been the last relapse. In spite of myself I was drawn to the hope and dynamism she offered, while still being quite cognizant of the scale of problems facing us. It was not to be.

Right now it feels like only the bitterest dregs remain, in the cup of life, whether but one sip remains or a few more rounds.
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